


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dickleb
Sticky Note
This is something to pay attention to during trial as to why Jason refused the policy if in fact he did refuse it. Melisa stated Jason did not meet the conditions of the policy because he was a smoker. It could be he could get the policy but at payment he did not want or could not afford.



























dickleb
Sticky Note
Do I have the photo of Taylor laying across the bed? I seem to remember him sitting upright in a chair. My mistake Taylor is laying across the bed tilted slightly to the right with the apparent gunshot wound to the head.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dickleb
Sticky Note
Bevel states Taylor was shot before Jason took the kids to school. How was it that the kids and Nicole never heard a gun being fired? If he did this wouldn't he be in a hurry to get back from school before Nichole woke up and found Taylor's body? And then when would he have shot Nichole? Certainly with Remington being with him did Jason go into the house shoot Nichole and then come out to play with Remington outdoors? Did Remington hear any shots being fired? Were there any witnesses that heard shots being fired that killed Nichole and Taylor. It certainly appears most logical that the shots were fired when Jason was away taking the children to school. Bevel is basing this scenario of Taylor being shot first based on his body temperature being colder that Nichole's even though it's known that the room environments were different which could have explained the difference in body temperatures as well in gunpowder smells or lack thereof in each of the two rooms. 1.	Bevel agrees that the body temperatures and gunpowder smell are subjective and not objective 1.	Bevel agrees that the body temperatures and gunpowder smell are subjective and not objective based on the two different room conditions.









































































































































































































































































dickleb
Sticky Note
Those two blood stains one on the front door leaving the house, one on the screen, one on the floor. Whose blood stains were they? Were they tested?

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































dickleb
Sticky Note
In this testimony it shows how his testimony was much more revalant than Bevel's because he was at the crime scene and had all the equiment necessary to reconstruct the crime scene. He didn't have to rely just on pictures and words as Bevel did,
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